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Abstract 
During their operation, modern aircraft engine components are subjected to increasingly demanding operating conditions, 
especially the high pressure turbine (HPT) blades. Such conditions cause these parts to undergo different types of time-dependent 
degradation, one of which is creep. A model using the finite element method (FEM) was developed, in order to be able to predict 
the creep behaviour of HPT blades. Flight data records (FDR) for a specific aircraft, provided by a commercial aviation 
company, were used to obtain thermal and mechanical data for three different flight cycles. In order to create the 3D model 
needed for the FEM analysis, a HPT blade scrap was scanned, and its chemical composition and material properties were 
obtained. The data that was gathered was fed into the FEM model and different simulations were run, first with a simplified 3D 
rectangular block shape, in order to better establish the model, and then with the real 3D mesh obtained from the blade scrap. The 
overall expected behaviour in terms of displacement was observed, in particular at the trailing edge of the blade. Therefore such a 
model can be useful in the goal of predicting turbine blade life, given a set of FDR data. 
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Abstract 
It is well known, that high-strength steels do not show a classical fatigue limit and failure occurs still after 107 cycles. The reason 
for this late failure is that the fatigue properties in the long life region are strongly affected by non-metallic inclusions inside the 
material (Murakami et al. (1989)). After VHCF a characteristic fine granular area, or short FGA, can be observed at the fracture 
surface. The FGA formation is responsible for the late initiation of a propagable long crack (Grad et al. (2012); Sakai et al. 
(2002)). In recent years a lot of research was carried out to reveal the mechanism responsible for the crack initiation by FGA 
formation (Grad et al. (2012); Murakami et al. (1999); Sakai, Kokubu, et al. (2015); Shiozawa et al. (2008)). Multiple different 
theories exist in literature trying to explain VHCF failure. Because of its occurrence solely below the surface by now only the 
fracture surface could be observed after the failure occurred. This makes it impossible to gain a full understanding of the 
mechanisms leading to failure. Consequently all proposed mechanisms remain unprovable theories, up to now.  
In order to further investigate FGA formation we have simulated the VHCF-failure at artificial surface defects. According to 
literature the absence of any environment seems to be crucial for VHCF subsurface failure by FGA formation in high-strength 
steels (Billaudeau et al. (2004)). Thus, fatigue tests were performed in ultra-high vacuum to simulate subsurface condition at 
surface defects. Thereby the FGA formation can be reproduced at the surface and gets observable quasi in situ. Microstructural 
investigations were carried out with transmission electron microscopy inside the FGA at artificial defects. These measurements 
show the comparability of the resulting microstructure at artificial defects with the FGA microstructure after failure at subsurface 
inclusions. Therefore, it is possible to gain new insights into FGA formation gained with the use of artificial defects. Thereby 
fatigue test with artificial defect can be interrupted and enable the in situ investigation of pre-stages of FGA formation by 
microstructural analyses with transmission electron microscopy. With this testing procedure it should be possible to enhance the 
knowledge of the very high cycle fatigue in high-strength steels and the associated failure mechanisms. 
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1. Introduction 
Fatigue tests of different high-strength steels including bearings steels as for example the well-known SAE 52100 
show no classic fatigue limit. The fatigue failure still occurs beyond an ultimate number of cycles of 107 even below 
the classical fatigue limit for this ultimate number of cycles (Sakai et al. (2002); Shiozawa et al. (2008)). In order to 
avoid this failure or to at least guarantee a save fatigue design it is necessary to understand the governing 
mechanisms for very high cycle fatigue (VHCF) with numbers of cycles larger than 107. The reasons for this late 
failure are typically non-metallic inclusions, which cause an increase in the local stress field around them in the 
matrix when it is loaded mechanically. To estimate this effect the maximum stress intensity factor (SIF) KI,max at an 
inclusion is commonly used. According to Murakami et al. (1989) the SIF can be calculated by the projected cross 
section area of the initiating inclusion measured on a plane perpendicular to the stress axis, the applied maximum 
tensile stress σo and a constant C (C = 0.65 for surface inclusions and C = 0.5 for subsurface inclusions) as follows:  
 
��� �� � �����√����     (1) 
 
 The fatigue failure of high-strength steels can be divided into three characteristic failure types. For high stress 
amplitudes the failure occurs at surface defects as for example machining marks or surface inclusions. With 
decreasing stress amplitudes and increasing fatigue lives the crack initiation site changes from surface to subsurface 
inclusions. If a fatigue crack initiates at an inner inclusion a ring-like smooth fracture surface in the vicinity of the 
inclusion is build, the so called fish-eye. In the VHCF regime cracks still initiate at subsurface inclusions, but the 
inclusion at the crack origin is additionally surrounded by a fine granular area (FGA) inside the fish-eye that cannot 
be observed below 106 cycles of failure. By evaluating the SIF of the crack initiating inclusion it can be seen that 
only inclusions with a SIF smaller than the threshold value for propagation of a long crack Kth (4-5 MPa√m for 
high-strength steels) show the FGA in their vicinity. The crack within the FGA grows until the SIF at the edge of the 
FGA reaches the above mentioned threshold value for long cracks Kth. From this point on the propagation of a long 
crack is possible. This long crack propagation forms the fish-eye part on the fracture surface. Thus, the formation of 
the FGA in the vicinity of an inclusion represents the initiation of a propagable long crack and is responsible for late 
crack initiation leading to failure at very long fatigue lives. In case that the SIF at the inclusions overruns the 
threshold Kth the FGA does not occur. (Grad et al. (2012); Sakai et al. (2002); Shiozawa et al. (2008)) 
Many researchers observed this characteristic part of the fracture surface connected to VHCF. Because of 
different observation techniques multiple notations exist in literature. Synonym namings like optical dark area 
(ODA) by Murakami et al. (1999), granular bright facet (GBF) by Shiozawa et al. (2008) or rough surface area 
(RSA) by Ochi et al. (2002) describe the same characteristic feature at the fracture surface for VHCF. 
Microstructural investigations for example by Sakai, Kokubu, et al. (2015) and Grad et al. (2012) show a strong 
local grain refinement inside the FGA. The fatigue crack growth inside this FGA cannot be cycle-by-cycle for 
VHCF failure because the growth per cycle would be smaller than the lattice spacing (Murakami et al. (1999)). 
Consequently, the responsible mechanism has definitely to be discontinuous. The mechanism of the FGA formation 
is not completely understood until now. Various researcher proposed different models for the formation of FGA`s. 
Murakami et al. (1999) for example are of the opinion that hydrogen trapped by inclusions promotes crack growth 
inside the FGA. Thus, hydrogen assisted growth of a short crack leads to the initiation of a propagable crack at 
inclusions. Shiozawa et al. (2008) in contrast argue that decohesion of small carbides in the vicinity of an inclusions 
leads to local formation of small cracks which coalesce with each other to a microcrack. Another model established 
for FGA formation in Ti–6Al–4V by Oguma et al. (2012) and in steel by Hong et al. (2015) states that repeated 
contact of the fracture surfaces at negative load ratios leads to the formation of the FGA. During the compressive 
part of the load cycle the contact of the fracture surfaces causes the microstructure refinement later observed at the 
fracture surface. Hong in this context further shows that the fine granular layer disappears at positive load ratios. In 
another model by Sakai, Oguma, et al. (2015) at first a fine granular layer with the size of the later FGA forms 
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around the inclusion. The coalescence of micro-debondings at the interface of the fine granular layer and the coarse 
matrix leads finally to initiation of a macroscopic crack. The model proposed by Grad et al. (2012) is similar to the 
approach of Sakai. Thus, even if the stress amplitudes are comparatively low in case of VHCF, the stress 
concentration around an inclusion leads to local plasticity and dislocation motion. The dislocations arrange to an 
energetically favorable cell structure with dislocation rich cell walls. By dislocation extinction new grain boundaries 
are formed in the small plasticized volume in the vicinity of the inclusion. According to various researchers 
(Hockauf et al. (2010); Kim et al. (2003); Mughrabi et al. (2010)) grain refinement in metals leads to a reduction of 
the threshold Kth. If the grain refinement develops prior to crack initiation and propagation the threshold value for 
crack propagation inside the refined volume is different compared to the one of the original microstructure. 
Nevertheless, the local stress intensity factor remains constant. Thus, if the local grain refinement leads to a 
sufficient decrease of the local threshold value a crack can initiate and propagate in the fine grained volume. As long 
as the SIF at the crack tip does not overrun Kth the crack arrest at the initial microstructure. However, the above 
described mechanism of grain refinement continues in the plastic zone at the crack tip and leads stepwise to grain 
refinement followed by crack propagation in the FGA. All induced mechanisms have in common that the FGA 
formation ends when a threshold value for crack propagation inside the fish-eye is reached. In very recent research 
Chai et al. (2016) observed local plastic deformation in the region of stress concentration around an inclusion. They 
interpreted their TEM images as an observation of dislocation cell and nano sized persistent slip bands. This could 
be a pre-stage of the grain refinement resulting from local plastic deformation as described by Grad et al. (2012).  
The fact that the formation of the FGA takes place inside the material makes it difficult to observe the formation 
in situ. Thus, all models base on observations on the fracture surface after failure occurred. Accordingly, no pre-
stages of VHCF failure have been observed up to now that could prove one of the existing models. In order to clear 
the mechanisms behind FGA formation alternative examination methods have to be found that allow the 
investigation of VHCF failure prior to final fracture. Various researchers indicate that fatigue failure inside the 
volume is comparable to failure in a vacuum environment (Billaudeau et al. (2004); Nakamura et al. (2010); Petit et 
al. (2006); Stanzl-Tschegg et al. (2010)). Even if artificial defect was deliberately placed at the specimens surface no 
VHCF failure was observed on this defect in ambient air (Lei et al. (2012)). In previous work Spriestersbach et al. 
(2016) showed that FGA formation and VHCF occurs for specimen with artificial laser defects at the surface if the 
specimen were tested in vacuum. Thus, vacuum conditions might be a crucial factor for FGA formation and resulting 
crack initiation in the VHCF regime.  
Our work targets on an understanding of the crack initiation mechanism leading to very high cycle fatigue 
(VHCF) failure of high-strength steels. For this purpose ultrasonic tension-compression fatigue tests (R = -1) with 
the high-strength steel 100Cr6 (SAE 52100) were carried out until an ultimate number of cycles of 109. In order to 
understand the mechanisms leading to crack initiation in VHCF it is necessary to make the failure observable. 
Within this work the optimized testing method from Spriestersbach et al. (2016) is presented that enables the 
localization and accordingly the in situ observation of the VHCF-failure. In order to simulate the conditions of 
subsurface failure at the surface, fatigue tests were performed in ultra-high vacuum with artificial flaws as crack 
initiation sites. By this testing procedure, conditions of subsurface failure shall be reproduced at the surface. In this 
context detailed microstructural and fracture mechanical investigations were conducted. Additionally, the position 
and size of the crack-initiating flaw and therefore the applied stress intensity factor is known before each test. Thus, 
it might be possible to observe the fracture mechanism in the VHCF-regime quasi in situ by interrupted test before 
the final failure occurs. For the sake of comparison additional fatigue test in air were performed in the stress 
intensity range with FGA formation. 
2. Experimental procedures 
2.1. Material and testing setup 
The material used in this study is the high carbon chromium bearing steel 100Cr6 (similar to SAE 52100 or JIS 
SUJ2) in a high cleanliness condition. The fatigue specimens have an hourglass-shape with a minimum diameter of 
4 mm in the center and a stress concentration factor of 1.027 (see Fig. 1a). They were manufactured eccentrically 
from a rolled round bar with a diameter of 65 mm. The specimens were machined in annealed condition with radial 
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 The fatigue failure of high-strength steels can be divided into three characteristic failure types. For high stress 
amplitudes the failure occurs at surface defects as for example machining marks or surface inclusions. With 
decreasing stress amplitudes and increasing fatigue lives the crack initiation site changes from surface to subsurface 
inclusions. If a fatigue crack initiates at an inner inclusion a ring-like smooth fracture surface in the vicinity of the 
inclusion is build, the so called fish-eye. In the VHCF regime cracks still initiate at subsurface inclusions, but the 
inclusion at the crack origin is additionally surrounded by a fine granular area (FGA) inside the fish-eye that cannot 
be observed below 106 cycles of failure. By evaluating the SIF of the crack initiating inclusion it can be seen that 
only inclusions with a SIF smaller than the threshold value for propagation of a long crack Kth (4-5 MPa√m for 
high-strength steels) show the FGA in their vicinity. The crack within the FGA grows until the SIF at the edge of the 
FGA reaches the above mentioned threshold value for long cracks Kth. From this point on the propagation of a long 
crack is possible. This long crack propagation forms the fish-eye part on the fracture surface. Thus, the formation of 
the FGA in the vicinity of an inclusion represents the initiation of a propagable long crack and is responsible for late 
crack initiation leading to failure at very long fatigue lives. In case that the SIF at the inclusions overruns the 
threshold Kth the FGA does not occur. (Grad et al. (2012); Sakai et al. (2002); Shiozawa et al. (2008)) 
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different observation techniques multiple notations exist in literature. Synonym namings like optical dark area 
(ODA) by Murakami et al. (1999), granular bright facet (GBF) by Shiozawa et al. (2008) or rough surface area 
(RSA) by Ochi et al. (2002) describe the same characteristic feature at the fracture surface for VHCF. 
Microstructural investigations for example by Sakai, Kokubu, et al. (2015) and Grad et al. (2012) show a strong 
local grain refinement inside the FGA. The fatigue crack growth inside this FGA cannot be cycle-by-cycle for 
VHCF failure because the growth per cycle would be smaller than the lattice spacing (Murakami et al. (1999)). 
Consequently, the responsible mechanism has definitely to be discontinuous. The mechanism of the FGA formation 
is not completely understood until now. Various researcher proposed different models for the formation of FGA`s. 
Murakami et al. (1999) for example are of the opinion that hydrogen trapped by inclusions promotes crack growth 
inside the FGA. Thus, hydrogen assisted growth of a short crack leads to the initiation of a propagable crack at 
inclusions. Shiozawa et al. (2008) in contrast argue that decohesion of small carbides in the vicinity of an inclusions 
leads to local formation of small cracks which coalesce with each other to a microcrack. Another model established 
for FGA formation in Ti–6Al–4V by Oguma et al. (2012) and in steel by Hong et al. (2015) states that repeated 
contact of the fracture surfaces at negative load ratios leads to the formation of the FGA. During the compressive 
part of the load cycle the contact of the fracture surfaces causes the microstructure refinement later observed at the 
fracture surface. Hong in this context further shows that the fine granular layer disappears at positive load ratios. In 
another model by Sakai, Oguma, et al. (2015) at first a fine granular layer with the size of the later FGA forms 
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around the inclusion. The coalescence of micro-debondings at the interface of the fine granular layer and the coarse 
matrix leads finally to initiation of a macroscopic crack. The model proposed by Grad et al. (2012) is similar to the 
approach of Sakai. Thus, even if the stress amplitudes are comparatively low in case of VHCF, the stress 
concentration around an inclusion leads to local plasticity and dislocation motion. The dislocations arrange to an 
energetically favorable cell structure with dislocation rich cell walls. By dislocation extinction new grain boundaries 
are formed in the small plasticized volume in the vicinity of the inclusion. According to various researchers 
(Hockauf et al. (2010); Kim et al. (2003); Mughrabi et al. (2010)) grain refinement in metals leads to a reduction of 
the threshold Kth. If the grain refinement develops prior to crack initiation and propagation the threshold value for 
crack propagation inside the refined volume is different compared to the one of the original microstructure. 
Nevertheless, the local stress intensity factor remains constant. Thus, if the local grain refinement leads to a 
sufficient decrease of the local threshold value a crack can initiate and propagate in the fine grained volume. As long 
as the SIF at the crack tip does not overrun Kth the crack arrest at the initial microstructure. However, the above 
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The fact that the formation of the FGA takes place inside the material makes it difficult to observe the formation 
in situ. Thus, all models base on observations on the fracture surface after failure occurred. Accordingly, no pre-
stages of VHCF failure have been observed up to now that could prove one of the existing models. In order to clear 
the mechanisms behind FGA formation alternative examination methods have to be found that allow the 
investigation of VHCF failure prior to final fracture. Various researchers indicate that fatigue failure inside the 
volume is comparable to failure in a vacuum environment (Billaudeau et al. (2004); Nakamura et al. (2010); Petit et 
al. (2006); Stanzl-Tschegg et al. (2010)). Even if artificial defect was deliberately placed at the specimens surface no 
VHCF failure was observed on this defect in ambient air (Lei et al. (2012)). In previous work Spriestersbach et al. 
(2016) showed that FGA formation and VHCF occurs for specimen with artificial laser defects at the surface if the 
specimen were tested in vacuum. Thus, vacuum conditions might be a crucial factor for FGA formation and resulting 
crack initiation in the VHCF regime.  
Our work targets on an understanding of the crack initiation mechanism leading to very high cycle fatigue 
(VHCF) failure of high-strength steels. For this purpose ultrasonic tension-compression fatigue tests (R = -1) with 
the high-strength steel 100Cr6 (SAE 52100) were carried out until an ultimate number of cycles of 109. In order to 
understand the mechanisms leading to crack initiation in VHCF it is necessary to make the failure observable. 
Within this work the optimized testing method from Spriestersbach et al. (2016) is presented that enables the 
localization and accordingly the in situ observation of the VHCF-failure. In order to simulate the conditions of 
subsurface failure at the surface, fatigue tests were performed in ultra-high vacuum with artificial flaws as crack 
initiation sites. By this testing procedure, conditions of subsurface failure shall be reproduced at the surface. In this 
context detailed microstructural and fracture mechanical investigations were conducted. Additionally, the position 
and size of the crack-initiating flaw and therefore the applied stress intensity factor is known before each test. Thus, 
it might be possible to observe the fracture mechanism in the VHCF-regime quasi in situ by interrupted test before 
the final failure occurs. For the sake of comparison additional fatigue test in air were performed in the stress 
intensity range with FGA formation. 
2. Experimental procedures 
2.1. Material and testing setup 
The material used in this study is the high carbon chromium bearing steel 100Cr6 (similar to SAE 52100 or JIS 
SUJ2) in a high cleanliness condition. The fatigue specimens have an hourglass-shape with a minimum diameter of 
4 mm in the center and a stress concentration factor of 1.027 (see Fig. 1a). They were manufactured eccentrically 
from a rolled round bar with a diameter of 65 mm. The specimens were machined in annealed condition with radial 
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and axial oversize. Afterwards the specimen were austenitized for 20 minutes at 840 °C, quenched in oil (60 °C) and 
then annealed for 2 hours at 180 °C. The resulting martensitic microstructure in Fig. 1b shows a hardness of 
775 HV 10. After the heat treatment the specimens were manufactured into the final shape by cylindrical grinding. 
Measurements show that the residual stresses produced during grinding diminish after about 10µm below the 
surface. To reduce residual stresses and surface defects as a result of the grinding procedure the surface layer in the 
specimen´s gauge length was removed by mechanical polishing. Finally the artificial surface defects were induced 
by focused ion beam milling. The hereby produced defects are V-notches with a width and depth of approximately 
20 µm (see Fig. 1c). The resulting √���� varies between 17-20 µm. This technique avoids a change of the local 
microstructure and should, in consequence, not affect the fatigue failure mechanisms. 
 
 
Fig. 1: a) specimen with dimensions in mm (red circle marks the position of the artificial defect; b) micrograph of the martensitic microstructure; 
c) surface view and cross section of the artificial surface defect (√���� � �� � ����; marked by dashed line)  
Push-Pull fatigue tests (R = -1) were carried out on an ultrasonic piezoelectric fatigue testing device at a 
frequency of about 20 kHz. Fig. 2 shows the ultrasonic oscillatory system with a cross section cut through the 
vacuum chamber. The fatigue tests for the specimen with artificial defects were performed in ultra-high vacuum (p < 
10-6 mbar) at room temperature. Therefor the ultrasonic transducer is extended by two λ/2-components which 
generate two new points without translational displacement where the vacuum chamber can be sealed off (see 
Fig. 2). To limit the heat development of the specimens due to the high testing frequency to ΔT < 15 K and to keep 
the testing time down the specimens were tested by ultrasonic pulse-pause cycles and system was cooled at the λ/2-
components with a cold air gun during the tests in order to optimize the heat flow. The temperature was controlled 
with a thermographic camera through an infrared inspection glass at the vacuum chamber. 
 
 
Fig. 2: ultrasonic fatigue testing device with a cross section cut through the vacuum chamber (dashed box) 
2.2. Microscopy 
The fracture surfaces of the failed specimens were imaged and analyzed with a scanning electron microscope 
(SEM). For fracture-mechanics analysis the defects and the characteristic fracture surface regions are measured in 
SEM. To give more insight into structure changes around the artificial surface defect due to fatigue this region was 
also analyzed by analytical transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in cross-section geometry. The fracture surface 
regions along the crack path were visualized by an energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM, Jeol 2010 equipped by Tridiem 
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863 Gatan image filter) in a bright-field mode in details. Moreover, the local crystal structure and the corresponding 
grain size were successively checked by selected area diffraction (SAD) technique along the fracture surface. The 
individual analyzed areas were of  160, 300 and 600 nm depending on demand. The diffraction patterns of several 
inner regions of the sample were also taken for comparison. These cross-section samples (TEM lamella) were 
prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) technique as described by Lozano-Perez (2008) and Wirth (2009) using a dual-
beam tool (FEI Altura 865, Ga+ ions source operating at 5 and 30 keV and field-emission SEM). Two-layer tungsten 
coating was locally applied to the fracture surface region of interest as a protective layer before ion cutting. An 
amorphous character of these protective layers warrants an absence of any spurious diffraction spots due to sample 
preparation. 
3. Results and discussion 
The fatigue data for specimen with artificial surface defects are shown in Fig. 3a. For the sake of comparison to 
fatigue test in vacuum also test in air were performed in the stress range of FGA failure. The fatigue tests further 
show that VHCF-failure occurs for artificial surface defects if the tests are performed in ultra-high vacuum. Two 
runout specimens in vacuum additionally showed a crack starting at the defect. While failure in vacuum still occurs 
for very high cycles the specimen in air are all runouts at the same stress level. In air no fatigue failure was observed 
at SIF levels of VHCF failure in vacuum test. SEM investigation at the defects after the tests clearly show that in 
contrast to the vacuum tests no crack initiate in air below the threshold value Kth. This clearly shows the importance 
of vacuum conditions on VHCF. An explanation for this observation is still missing. The S-N curve for vacuum tests 
monotonically decreases as it is the case for axial loaded fatigue tests with failure at inclusions as mentioned for 
example by Shiozawa et al. (2009) and Grad et al. (2014). For the surface defect size we tested in vacuum no 
complete change from surface to subsurface defects was observed. Besides from one specimen that failed at a 
comparable large titanium nitride inclusion all cracks initiated at the surface defects. For evaluation of SIFs every 
defect and the FGA has been measured during SEM observation at the fracture surface. Thereby the SIFs according 
to √����-model by Murakami were derived. The results are presented in Fig. 3b. As you can see there is an overall 
trend that fatigue life extends with decreasing SIFs like observed for non-metallic inclusions. For specimen tested at 
a SIF level higher than the threshold value of this steel of approximately 4 MPa√m a classical fish-eye fracture is 
observed. In this case the fracture surface in the vicinity of the defects is very smooth (see Fig. 4a). Another analogy 
to failure at subsurface inclusions is the fact that artificial defects in vacuum show VHCF failure. If VHCF occurs in 
vacuum the fracture surfaces show the additional appearance of a fine granular zone around the initiating defect 
(example see Fig. 5a; FGA is marked by white dotted line). Again, the VHCF is connected with FGA formation. It 
only occurs if the threshold value for propagation of a long crack Kth (dashed line in Fig. 3b) is undercut and this can 
only be observed for fatigue life with Nf > 106 in vacuum. As for failure at inclusions the fish-eye fracture follows 
on FGA. In SEM the fine granular area is defined by its rougher surface morphology. Thus, the size of the FGA is 
the border of this rough area as shown by the white dotted line in Fig. 5a. The SIF at this border of the FGA is 
calculated by Equation 1 (with C = 0.65) with the measured size of the FGA on the fracture surface. These SIF 
values Kmax,FGA for the FGAs in the vicinity of the artificial defects are presented by grey triangles in Fig. 3b. Like 
for inclusions the FGA formation at the artificial defect represents the initiation of a propagable crack and is 
completed as soon as Kmax,FGA exceeds Kth. In case of two runout specimen (marked with * in Fig. 3b) a crack was 
observed after the fatigue tests. This has to be a FGA crack that has not lead to failure until the ultimate number of 
cycles (SIF calculated for this FGA cracks marked with * in Fig. 3b). Nevertheless, the size of this crack is 
comparable to the FGAs observed at the fracture surface indicating that it had propagated nearly to failure. From the 
fracture mechanical point of view the vacuum tests with artificial defects correlate quite well to failure at subsurface 
inclusions. In the following the microstructure of the FGA like structure in the vicinity of the defects will be 
visualized in detail by TEM in combination with local SAD measurement to check whether fatigue crack initiation 
at artificial defects for VHCF is comparable to initiation at inclusions which was observed in detail in our prior work 
by Grad et al. (2012). For this purpose, the fracture surface region of two specimens, one with FGA and for 
comparison one without FGA, was investigated by TEM techniques as described in chapter 2.2.  
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and axial oversize. Afterwards the specimen were austenitized for 20 minutes at 840 °C, quenched in oil (60 °C) and 
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by focused ion beam milling. The hereby produced defects are V-notches with a width and depth of approximately 
20 µm (see Fig. 1c). The resulting √���� varies between 17-20 µm. This technique avoids a change of the local 
microstructure and should, in consequence, not affect the fatigue failure mechanisms. 
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Fig. 2). To limit the heat development of the specimens due to the high testing frequency to ΔT < 15 K and to keep 
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The fracture surfaces of the failed specimens were imaged and analyzed with a scanning electron microscope 
(SEM). For fracture-mechanics analysis the defects and the characteristic fracture surface regions are measured in 
SEM. To give more insight into structure changes around the artificial surface defect due to fatigue this region was 
also analyzed by analytical transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in cross-section geometry. The fracture surface 
regions along the crack path were visualized by an energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM, Jeol 2010 equipped by Tridiem 
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863 Gatan image filter) in a bright-field mode in details. Moreover, the local crystal structure and the corresponding 
grain size were successively checked by selected area diffraction (SAD) technique along the fracture surface. The 
individual analyzed areas were of  160, 300 and 600 nm depending on demand. The diffraction patterns of several 
inner regions of the sample were also taken for comparison. These cross-section samples (TEM lamella) were 
prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) technique as described by Lozano-Perez (2008) and Wirth (2009) using a dual-
beam tool (FEI Altura 865, Ga+ ions source operating at 5 and 30 keV and field-emission SEM). Two-layer tungsten 
coating was locally applied to the fracture surface region of interest as a protective layer before ion cutting. An 
amorphous character of these protective layers warrants an absence of any spurious diffraction spots due to sample 
preparation. 
3. Results and discussion 
The fatigue data for specimen with artificial surface defects are shown in Fig. 3a. For the sake of comparison to 
fatigue test in vacuum also test in air were performed in the stress range of FGA failure. The fatigue tests further 
show that VHCF-failure occurs for artificial surface defects if the tests are performed in ultra-high vacuum. Two 
runout specimens in vacuum additionally showed a crack starting at the defect. While failure in vacuum still occurs 
for very high cycles the specimen in air are all runouts at the same stress level. In air no fatigue failure was observed 
at SIF levels of VHCF failure in vacuum test. SEM investigation at the defects after the tests clearly show that in 
contrast to the vacuum tests no crack initiate in air below the threshold value Kth. This clearly shows the importance 
of vacuum conditions on VHCF. An explanation for this observation is still missing. The S-N curve for vacuum tests 
monotonically decreases as it is the case for axial loaded fatigue tests with failure at inclusions as mentioned for 
example by Shiozawa et al. (2009) and Grad et al. (2014). For the surface defect size we tested in vacuum no 
complete change from surface to subsurface defects was observed. Besides from one specimen that failed at a 
comparable large titanium nitride inclusion all cracks initiated at the surface defects. For evaluation of SIFs every 
defect and the FGA has been measured during SEM observation at the fracture surface. Thereby the SIFs according 
to √����-model by Murakami were derived. The results are presented in Fig. 3b. As you can see there is an overall 
trend that fatigue life extends with decreasing SIFs like observed for non-metallic inclusions. For specimen tested at 
a SIF level higher than the threshold value of this steel of approximately 4 MPa√m a classical fish-eye fracture is 
observed. In this case the fracture surface in the vicinity of the defects is very smooth (see Fig. 4a). Another analogy 
to failure at subsurface inclusions is the fact that artificial defects in vacuum show VHCF failure. If VHCF occurs in 
vacuum the fracture surfaces show the additional appearance of a fine granular zone around the initiating defect 
(example see Fig. 5a; FGA is marked by white dotted line). Again, the VHCF is connected with FGA formation. It 
only occurs if the threshold value for propagation of a long crack Kth (dashed line in Fig. 3b) is undercut and this can 
only be observed for fatigue life with Nf > 106 in vacuum. As for failure at inclusions the fish-eye fracture follows 
on FGA. In SEM the fine granular area is defined by its rougher surface morphology. Thus, the size of the FGA is 
the border of this rough area as shown by the white dotted line in Fig. 5a. The SIF at this border of the FGA is 
calculated by Equation 1 (with C = 0.65) with the measured size of the FGA on the fracture surface. These SIF 
values Kmax,FGA for the FGAs in the vicinity of the artificial defects are presented by grey triangles in Fig. 3b. Like 
for inclusions the FGA formation at the artificial defect represents the initiation of a propagable crack and is 
completed as soon as Kmax,FGA exceeds Kth. In case of two runout specimen (marked with * in Fig. 3b) a crack was 
observed after the fatigue tests. This has to be a FGA crack that has not lead to failure until the ultimate number of 
cycles (SIF calculated for this FGA cracks marked with * in Fig. 3b). Nevertheless, the size of this crack is 
comparable to the FGAs observed at the fracture surface indicating that it had propagated nearly to failure. From the 
fracture mechanical point of view the vacuum tests with artificial defects correlate quite well to failure at subsurface 
inclusions. In the following the microstructure of the FGA like structure in the vicinity of the defects will be 
visualized in detail by TEM in combination with local SAD measurement to check whether fatigue crack initiation 
at artificial defects for VHCF is comparable to initiation at inclusions which was observed in detail in our prior work 
by Grad et al. (2012). For this purpose, the fracture surface region of two specimens, one with FGA and for 
comparison one without FGA, was investigated by TEM techniques as described in chapter 2.2.  
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Fig. 3: results of fatigue tests (runouts are marked with an arrow);  a) S-N curve for fatigue test with artificial surface defects; b) stress intensity 
factors at artificial surface defects tested in vacuum or air (calculated by using the pure defect area; quadratic signs) and at the border of 
the FGAs (calculated by using the combined area of the defect and the FGA; triangular signs) observed on the fracture surface after 
vacuum tests (runout specimen marked by * showed a measurable crack assumed to be FGA crack) 
Fig. 4b presents an overview EFTEM image of the electron transparent region of the TEM lamella (cross-section 
thickness of 50 - 130 nm starting from the lamella surface) together with the SAD patterns taken from the selected 
lamella regions (black circles). It shows the microstructure at the point of crack initiation for a specimen with 
comparatively short fatigue life (48.000 cycles). The artificial defect is visible in the left part of this image. The 
fracture surface is located at the top. The fracture surface is very smooth without any crack path deflection. SAD 
measurements were conducted at the fracture surface near to the defect. The Laue diffraction patterns observed by 
SAD investigations of the microstructure in the vicinity of the artificial defect are practically identical to the original 
lath-like martensitic microstructure with a grain size of about 0.2×1 µm2. Neither the TEM imaging at higher 
magnifications nor the SAD investigation in the vicinity of the defect showed local grain refinement or strong 
deformation at the fracture surface near the defect.  
 
 
Fig. 4: HCF failure without FGA after 48.000 cycles; a) SEM image of the fracture surface with the smooth fish-eye surface (white dashed box 
marks the place where the TEM lamella was taken off); b) TEM image with regions for SAD 1-3 taken from the circled regions 
In the case of a specimen that failed in the VHCF regime the fine granular structure surrounding the artificial 
defect is clearly observable both by SEM (Fig. 5a) and TEM (Fig. 5b, c). The position for the preparation of the 
TEM lamella is marked by a dashed line in Fig. 5a. Fig. 5b presents an overview EFTEM image of the electron 
transparent region of the TEM lamella (cross-section thickness of 50 - 130 nm starting from the lamella surface) 
together with the SAD patterns taken from the selected lamella regions. The artificial defect in this image is placed 
in the left and the fracture surface is located at the top, as in Fig. 4 b. The fracture surface in case of FGA is much 
rougher than inside the fish-eye in Fig.4. A few very small secondary cracks with a length of approximately 100-300 
nm exist within the FGA region. This might indicate the initiation of multiple small cracks inside the fine grained 
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volume until one crack gets dominant or might be a result of crack branching inside the FGA. Clearly recognizable 
crystal grains are only visible in the lover half of the image. Within the submicron-wide stripe near to the fracture 
surface the faceted grains are small or are not detectable at such lower magnifications at all. The TEM-images of the 
fracture surface taken at higher magnifications (see e.g. in Fig. 5c) show that the fine-grained region is extremely 
thin (≈ 150-350 nm; the border of the refined layer is schematically marked by the white dashed line). The border 
between fine and coarse grained volumes is mostly rather a smooth transition from finer to coarser grains than a 
harsh cut. The SAD patterns taken within the subsurface stripe-region confirm this visual finding (see in Fig. 5b 
SAD 1-3). The diffraction patterns in this region consist of a superposition of discontinuous Debye-Scherrer rings 
onto Laue patterns. This suggests grain refinement with locally varying grain size compared to the original 
microstructure that shows the typical Laue pattern (Fig. 5b SAD region 5). Debye-Scherrer diffraction circles are 
characteristic for fine polycrystalline structures with grain size being substantially smaller as the size of the analyzed 
area (here about 160 nm) whereas Laue patterns are caused by grains being comparable to this size (or exceeding it). 
An analysis of the diffraction patterns gives an averaged grain size of about 30-50 nm or even less inside the FGA. It 
is important to note that the averaged grain size estimated varies from area to area but never exceeds a value of some 
hundreds nm (< 200 nm). Such a strongly refined material is not observed in the about 1 µm distant regions below 
the fracture surface (Fig. 5b area 5) as well as quite far from the defect, where an averaged grain size of about 1-2 
µm was estimated by ion-induced secondary electron imaging in FIB on the samples with the similar initial 
structure. A quantitative evaluation of the diffraction patterns of the areas 1-3 shows that the fine-grained material 
consists mainly from martensite with very small amount of austenite. The Laue pattern in area 4 at the fracture 
surface shows almost no more grain refinement. This is the region which marks the transition point from FGA to 
fish-eye crack propagation. From this point on the smooth fish-eye crack is comparable to the one for short fatigue 
life in Fig. 4. The deduced FGA size (≈ 6 µm) is in good correlation with the measured size in SEM. All 
microstructural characteristics of the FGA observed for VHCF failure at artificial defects in vacuum are in good 
agreement with the characteristics reported for the FGA at subsurface inclusions and thereby prove a transferability 
of new results gained with artificial defects.  
 
 
Fig. 5: VHCF failure with FGA formation after ~ 5·107 cycles; a) SEM image of the fracture surface with FGA (FGA border marked by dotted 
line; white dashed box marks the place of the TEM lamella); b) TEM image with regions for SAD 1-5; c) enlargement of region c) marked 
in b) 
4. Conclusions 
Fatigue tests with artificial surface defects performed in vacuum show VHCF failure with the occurrence of a 
fine granular area comparable to subsurface failure at inclusions. From fracture mechanical point of view the FGA 
formation occurs in the same stress intensity levels as reported for inclusions in literature. Microstructural 
investigations performed inside the FGA prove that the VHCF failure mechanism for artificial surface defects tested 
in vacuum shows the characteristic grain refinement and is comparable to the one at subsurface inclusions. Further 
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fracture surface is located at the top. The fracture surface is very smooth without any crack path deflection. SAD 
measurements were conducted at the fracture surface near to the defect. The Laue diffraction patterns observed by 
SAD investigations of the microstructure in the vicinity of the artificial defect are practically identical to the original 
lath-like martensitic microstructure with a grain size of about 0.2×1 µm2. Neither the TEM imaging at higher 
magnifications nor the SAD investigation in the vicinity of the defect showed local grain refinement or strong 
deformation at the fracture surface near the defect.  
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In the case of a specimen that failed in the VHCF regime the fine granular structure surrounding the artificial 
defect is clearly observable both by SEM (Fig. 5a) and TEM (Fig. 5b, c). The position for the preparation of the 
TEM lamella is marked by a dashed line in Fig. 5a. Fig. 5b presents an overview EFTEM image of the electron 
transparent region of the TEM lamella (cross-section thickness of 50 - 130 nm starting from the lamella surface) 
together with the SAD patterns taken from the selected lamella regions. The artificial defect in this image is placed 
in the left and the fracture surface is located at the top, as in Fig. 4 b. The fracture surface in case of FGA is much 
rougher than inside the fish-eye in Fig.4. A few very small secondary cracks with a length of approximately 100-300 
nm exist within the FGA region. This might indicate the initiation of multiple small cracks inside the fine grained 
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volume until one crack gets dominant or might be a result of crack branching inside the FGA. Clearly recognizable 
crystal grains are only visible in the lover half of the image. Within the submicron-wide stripe near to the fracture 
surface the faceted grains are small or are not detectable at such lower magnifications at all. The TEM-images of the 
fracture surface taken at higher magnifications (see e.g. in Fig. 5c) show that the fine-grained region is extremely 
thin (≈ 150-350 nm; the border of the refined layer is schematically marked by the white dashed line). The border 
between fine and coarse grained volumes is mostly rather a smooth transition from finer to coarser grains than a 
harsh cut. The SAD patterns taken within the subsurface stripe-region confirm this visual finding (see in Fig. 5b 
SAD 1-3). The diffraction patterns in this region consist of a superposition of discontinuous Debye-Scherrer rings 
onto Laue patterns. This suggests grain refinement with locally varying grain size compared to the original 
microstructure that shows the typical Laue pattern (Fig. 5b SAD region 5). Debye-Scherrer diffraction circles are 
characteristic for fine polycrystalline structures with grain size being substantially smaller as the size of the analyzed 
area (here about 160 nm) whereas Laue patterns are caused by grains being comparable to this size (or exceeding it). 
An analysis of the diffraction patterns gives an averaged grain size of about 30-50 nm or even less inside the FGA. It 
is important to note that the averaged grain size estimated varies from area to area but never exceeds a value of some 
hundreds nm (< 200 nm). Such a strongly refined material is not observed in the about 1 µm distant regions below 
the fracture surface (Fig. 5b area 5) as well as quite far from the defect, where an averaged grain size of about 1-2 
µm was estimated by ion-induced secondary electron imaging in FIB on the samples with the similar initial 
structure. A quantitative evaluation of the diffraction patterns of the areas 1-3 shows that the fine-grained material 
consists mainly from martensite with very small amount of austenite. The Laue pattern in area 4 at the fracture 
surface shows almost no more grain refinement. This is the region which marks the transition point from FGA to 
fish-eye crack propagation. From this point on the smooth fish-eye crack is comparable to the one for short fatigue 
life in Fig. 4. The deduced FGA size (≈ 6 µm) is in good correlation with the measured size in SEM. All 
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Fig. 5: VHCF failure with FGA formation after ~ 5·107 cycles; a) SEM image of the fracture surface with FGA (FGA border marked by dotted 
line; white dashed box marks the place of the TEM lamella); b) TEM image with regions for SAD 1-5; c) enlargement of region c) marked 
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4. Conclusions 
Fatigue tests with artificial surface defects performed in vacuum show VHCF failure with the occurrence of a 
fine granular area comparable to subsurface failure at inclusions. From fracture mechanical point of view the FGA 
formation occurs in the same stress intensity levels as reported for inclusions in literature. Microstructural 
investigations performed inside the FGA prove that the VHCF failure mechanism for artificial surface defects tested 
in vacuum shows the characteristic grain refinement and is comparable to the one at subsurface inclusions. Further 
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runout specimens with an observable VHCF crack prior to failure prove that with this testing procedure it will be 
possible to observe FGA formation and propagation prior to failure and will help to extend the knowledge on VHCF 
failure. Such observations are not possible for subsurface crack propagation. As for tests in air no VHCF failure was 
observed the vacuum conditions seem to be crucial for the late crack initiation.   
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